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Evidences? Is he resolved, in the vain hope of bearing down

the geologist, to make a full surrender to the infidel? Let us

mark how Paley's well-known illustration of the watch found

on the moor would apply in this controversy. From the design

exhibited in the construction of the watch, the existence of a

designer is inferred; whereas, from a stone found on the same

moor, in which no such marks of design are apparent, the

Archdeacon urges that. no such inference regarding the exist

ence of a designer could be drawn. But what would be thought

of the man who could assert that the watch, with all its seem

ing design, was not a watch, but a stone; and that, notwith

standing its spring, its wheels, and its index, it had never been

intended to measure time? What could be said of a sturdily

avowed belief in a design not designed, and not the work of a

designer,
- in a watch furnished with all the parts of a watch,

that is, notwithstanding, a mere stone, and occupies just its

proper place when lying among the other stones of a moor?

What could be said of such a belief, paraded not simply as a

belief, but actually as of the nature of reasoning, and fitted to

bear weight in controversy? And yet, such is the position of

the anti-geologist, who sees in time earth, with all its fossils, no

evidence that it might not have been created yesterday. For

obvious it is, that in whatever has been designed, fitness of

parts bears reference to the purposed object which the design

subserves; and. that if there be no purposed object, there can

exist no fitness of parts in relation to it, and, in reality, no

design. The analogy drawn in the case from the miracle of

creation is no analogy at all. It is not contrary to the laws

which control human belief, that the first races of every suc

ceeding creation should have been called into existence in a

state f full development; nay, it is in palpable and harmonious

accordance with these laws. It is necessary that the animal
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